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A keyword-based internet search and analysis has found that 351 businesses are providing stem cell

treatment from 570 clinics in America. Most shocking part is that these clinics advertise often unproven stem

cell treatments for chronic diseases.

The 570 clinics have been distributed across the nation and the hot-spots were in Beverly Hills, California;

New York, San Antonio, Los Angeles, Austin, Texas, Scottsdale -Arizona and Phoenix.

Without any peer-reviewed evidence, these business and clinics claim that their therapies can treat any of

diseases and injuries, including joint pain, autism, spinal cord injuries and breast augmentation. As per the

study researchers, the analysis should act as a eye opener for authorities concerned and lead to debate as to

whether the US marketplace for stem cell is being properly monitored and regulated by the FDA.

The researchers said that there is no doubt that the stem cell does hold bright future for many types of

treatment. But till date, juts one stem cell treatment has been scientifically verified and approved by the FDA. It

involves stem cells from bone marrow or blood being used in transplants to treat cancers and other diseases

that affect the immune system and blood.

Those clinics that have been using these approved treatments could be safe and are following the FDA rules.

The researchers mentioned that there are no approved stem cell treatments for muscular dystrophy, autism or

cerebral palsy. In fact, some labs are just considering to start research in those areas.

The researchers think that the clinics have been taking out advantage of parents who want to treat their

children suffering with incurable conditions. “This kind of advertising reveals another tangled knot of ethical

and legal concerns, as the apparent target audience for such marketed interventions is not adults with

decision-making capacity but rather the parents or guardians of children”, said the researchers.

From the study, the researchers have come to know about many clinics that have made false claims that stem

cells can treat and cure a wide range of health problems.

Leigh Turner, a bioethicist at the University of Minnesota, and Paul Knoepfler, a stem cell researcher at

University of California, Davis, said that many of the clinics have simply escaped the regulations. But with
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advancement in the stem cell industry, the FDA is now adopting stricter role and coming up with a draft

guidance that would classify most stem cells using in clinics as drugs, which would require stringent approval

laws.

Dr. Aaron Berkowitz from Brigham and Women's Hospital in Boston said that the unregulated stem-cell

industry is harmful for patients and also affects genuine studies on stem cell therapies in clinical trials.

It is important to note that even if real stem cells are used, there is always danger involved. Stem cells can

increase in size wildly and cause tumors to grow. In fact, the researchers have even warned about stem cell

tourism, in which people for stem cell treatment travel to clinics in different nations, where stem cell cures are

offered. The researchers cited a case of a stroke patient who traveled to clinics in China, Argentina and

Mexico. He has spent hundreds of thousands of dollars on different stem cell treatments. But the end was a

painful growth on his spine.
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